Someone you should know—your neighbor!

Your Finances
Local government helps
our Geneva community

by Scott Lebin

T
How to meet your neighbors without
seeming like a crazy person

I

f you want to get to know your
Geneva community, maybe the
best place to start is by meeting
your neighbors. This article first
appeared in The GOOD Guide to
Better Neighborhoods.
Just because delivering a Jell-O
mold to welcome a newcomer
to the block is creepy doesn’t
mean you’re destined to live a
lonely, anonymous life in your
neighborhood. Kit Hodge is the
founder of Neighbors Project,
a group dedicated to inspiring
people to enjoy and improve
their neighborhoods. Meeting the
neighbors takes a little effort, she
says, but there’s no need to resort to
wobbly desserts.

Say “Hi”

Hodge calls saying hello “a
lost art that needs to be brought
back.” Try this: Walk around your
neighborhood and actually look at
8

people, not down at the sidewalk
or at your iPhone. As you pass
someone, make eye contact and
smile, nod, or say “Hi.” Afterward,
continue walking, and don’t look
back. Repeat.

Spruce up your outdoor space,
and spend time there

Hang out on your porch, balcony,
or stoop. Put a conversation piece in
front of your house: chain your bike
there, or plant flowers. If you have a
fence, consider taking it down, and
if you’re really brave, install a bench
in front of your place.

Practice common courtesies
Return your neighbors’ mail if
it’s delivered to you by mistake
(including a nice note wouldn’t
hurt). Help strangers who need
assistance with large packages, or
carrying strollers up and down
stairs. Open doors for others.

Hang out in your
neighborhood, and shop
locally

Ride your bike in the
neighborhood, or take an evening
stroll around the block. Patronize
local businesses, and if there’s a
nearby coffee shop with a bulletin
board, use it—not to make friends,
but to find resources nearby for
things you need (and meet people
while you’re at it).

Get involved with your
neighborhood

Volunteer locally, join your
neighborhood or block association,
organize a clean-up day for a litterstrewn area, or even run for local
political office. It’s the gold-star
option.
Source: magazine.good.is/articles/meetyour-neighbors-without-seeming-like-acrazy-person

he advantage of working with
local government and local
elected officials is that they
are more accessible and will give
their Geneva constituents more
time and be more responsive to
solving local issues than state or
federal office holders. I personally
know that the support the chamber
receives in putting on events to
benefit the whole community
couldn’t be achieved without the
mutual help and respect of city, park
district, school district, and county
officials. Geneva governmental
entities have a long history of trying
to solve problems and improve the
quality of life for all of its residents.
Our residents have a plethora
of talents and expertise that have
benefited the city. This sharing of
information and expertise whether
on formal city commissions or
through independent clubs and
organizations has made Geneva a
desirable community in which to
live.
Zoning ordinances, permitting
requirements, police and fire
services, public works projects
and clean water are just some the
governmental processes or services
that help make our community a
better place in which to live. Yes,
there is a place for government and
without it chaos and anarchy could
easily be reflected on our streets.
During the lighting of the Great
Tree in Geneva a month ago, the
streets were packed with residents.
I can say without a doubt that there
was no Christmas tree anywhere
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more beautiful than that tree on
the courthouse lawn. What a great
job the public works department
did on decorating the town and
filling the tree with ornaments and
lights. I wonder if visitors from
other communities realize that all
the lights, wreaths, and trees that
decorate State St. are provided
by the Geneva Chamber of
Commerce in cooperation with the
Geneva Public Works department
who hangs the lights and the
greens. Those decorations and
the wonderful shop windows help
create the winter Geneva “Picture
Postcard.”
The first week of this last
December the Chamber of
Commerce House Walk was in
full swing and Grahams Fine
Chocolates had a procession down
the center of Third St. to deliver
the first candy cane of the season
to the mayor. Those gathered
for the event consumed 200 lbs.
of chestnuts. People in a huge
gathering, having fun, celebrating
the season, shopping, attending
restaurants, and young children
being exposed to memories that
will last a life time were all a result
of our local chamber of commerce
and our governmental officials
being able to provide services to
make the evening safe, enjoyable,
and economically productive for
local businesses. The local business
added to the festivities by providing
animated windows, bagpipers, and
various carolers singing holiday
songs. An active downtown

helps create a sense of a thriving
community.
We are fortunate in Geneva
that we know our local police
because they are always a part
of our festivals and our daily
activities. They are here to protect
our community but they are
also respected members of our
community. Our fire department
helps us in the same manner by
setting guidelines and helping make
sure that our traffic patterns and
activities are safe.
There is always a cost to provide
the benefits and yes we sometimes
forget that taxes are needed to help
provide for many of the services we
want and take for granted. When we
evaluate the great attributes we have
in our town and the access we have
to local officials to make Geneva
an ideal community, we should be
thankful that this is our home. If
this last December is a barometer
of our experience, we can honestly
say, “Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa
Clause!”
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